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As a wedding photographer

Thanks so much for getting in touch with me about your
upcoming, special day-  big hugs and congratulations
again for sealing the deal!

An abundance of starry-eyed happiness and clinking of
glasses await, and I'd absolutely love to be a part of your
celebrations.

CONGRATS
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I Adore CAPTURING THE Raw

Rich, Real CONNECTION

BETWEEN Two
Beautiful
Souls

embracing the essence of
your romance



From stolen glances to cheeky kisses and getting loose on the d-floor,
I'll be there to document your love story (and all the fun bits). I'll even
make sure to snap authentic moments that may've slipped by
unnoticed - they're the best ones!

Whether you want me to inconspicuously lurk in the shadows, snapping
candid shots or be right up the front, rounding everyone up for group
photos, I'll be the chameleon you need on the day. Either way, I'll be
behind the lenses, not missing a beat.

TO DOCUMENT YOUR DAY
Why I cant wait

every ounce of my energy will go towards creating a gorgeous
collection of images to forever celebrate your love. When you look
through the photos, memories will come to life and it'll be as though
you're right there doing it all over again.

PINKY SWEAR, 
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A creative soul with a love for romance.

I have always been creatively minded and had a
deep love for true connection between humans,
the raw, rich, real type of connection. I believe, at
the end of the day, these true moments, even the
smallest ones, are what mean the most. Weddings
are filled with these tiny moments and the fact that
I get to capture them, stop time and hand them
onto you to be remembered forever means more
than you may ever know.

Chat soon, I can't wait to hear all about your ideas
and plans for the day.
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I’M SARAH Hi,
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JOURNEYOUR Starts HERE CHOOSE YOUR EXPERIENCE



Legacy 

Blessed

Sincere

+ 8 HOURS COVERAGE
I''ll be there from start to finish

+ HIGH RESOLUTION PHOTOS

Print your favourite moments from the day

+ LOW RESOLUTION IMAGES

Perfect for sharing your photos on Social Media

+ ONLINE SLIDE SHOW & GALLERY

Spread the love with friends and family 

+ ALL PHOTOS ON A KEEPSAKE USB

For easy accessibility and sharing 

+ CUSTOM WOODEN BOX WITH PRINTS

Delivered to your door with TLC

+ SECOND PHOTOGRAPHER

For the whole day, no missed moments

+ BESPOKE FINE ART ALBUM

A cherished hardcover keepsake,  10 X 10"  with all the trims. 

+ 6 HOURS COVERAGE

I''ll be there from start to finish

+ HIGH RESOLUTION PHOTOS

Print your favourite moments from the day

+ LOW RESOLUTION IMAGES

Perfect for sharing your photos on Social Media

+ ONLINE SLIDE SHOW & GALLERY

Spread the love with friends and family 

+ ALL PHOTOS ON A KEEPSAKE USB

For easy accessibility and sharing 

+ CUSTOM WOODEN BOX WITH PRINTS

Delivered to your door with TLC

+ 4 HOURS COVERAGE

I''ll be there from start to finish

+ HIGH RESOLUTION PHOTOS

Print your favourite moments from the day

+ LOW RESOLUTION IMAGES

Perfect for sharing your photos on Social Media

+ ONLINE SLIDE SHOW & GALLERY

Spread the love with friends and family 

+ ALL PHOTOS ON A KEEPSAKE USB

For easy accessibility and sharing 

$5,550

$3,950

$2,750

MOST POPULAR

+ SECOND PHOTOGRAPHER

To ensure all magic is captured

+ 3 PRINTS

Up to the size A4, reminisce daily with your home gallery For the whole day, no missed moments

+ SECOND PHOTOGRAPHER

+ 12 MAX PRINTS

Ask about gallery options
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OUR PROCESS AND

KEEPING IT EASY-PEASY AND STRESS-FREE, JUST FOR YOU

IT WORKSHOW

01 LET’S MEET 

A free consultation for you to get a feel
for what it'll be like working together.
We'll chat about your dreams and visions,
and how we can make it all work.

02 LOCK IT IN

Yay! We'll finalise your deposit and sign
the dotted lines to secure your booking.
You'll complete a questionnaire that'll
help me to get the next steps organised.

NAIL THE DETAILS

From scouting shoot locations to
finessing your run sheet, we'll keep in
touch throughout your wedding
planning. I'm always just an email away!

THE WEDDING

I'll show up excited and ready to shoot
your day - without missing
a beat. I will be on all day watching out for
every special moment so that you can
simply enjoy the day!

05 SNEAK PEEK

Let's relive your big day all over again! I
know you can't wait so I'll send you 3-5
teaser photos a couple of days after your
wedding.

06 YOU'VE GOT MAIL

Grab some wine and get cosy because
here's the final unveiling. Hop online to
view your slide show and gallery, and I'll
send your USB and prints in the mail.

ALBUM DESIGN

We’ll design your album together,
encapsulating all your favourite
moments. A generational treasure to be
shared for the years to come.
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Sarah was accomodating to all our requests, working tirelessly to ensure they translated into a high-quality

final product. 

The pictures produced were stunning and the way they were packaged was an extra little wow moment.

Sarah was exceptionally prepared, scouting the venue multiple times to allow her to set up a detailed

itinerary of the all shots we requested as well as providing us with recommendations of where to shoot when,

to make the most of the light.

Tim and I were both very happy with how relaxed Sarah made us feel…this was especially important for us.”

“WE LOVE OUR STUNNING PHOTOS!"

/   Mish and TimSECRETS ON THE LAKE, MONTVILLE, QLD
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IT'S YOUR DAY, SO YOU CAN CALL THE SHOTS.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

01 PHOTOGRAPHY BY THE HOUR

Whether you've planned a special morning ritual or a wedding after-
party to keep the festivities going, I'm more than happy to help you
capture all the moments. Simply add some extra hours to your chosen
package and count me in!

Per Additional Hour

RUSH FEE

Don't want to wait the usual 4-6 weeks to see your photos? The
excitement is real and we get that. Skip the queue and add the rush
service to have your photos in just a week after your wedding.

Rush Fee

THE TRAVEL

We'd love to capture your destination wedding, no matter where it is in
the world. To assist with your planning, we've created some affordable,
all inclusive travel packs. Just tack it on, and we'll look after the rest.

National Travel (Weddings more than 300km from South Sunny Coast)

International Travel (Weddings Outside of Australia)

$450

$1,000

$650

$1,900
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Local Travel (Weddings more than 70km from South Sunny Coast)$150



 SECOND 

As much as I'd love to clone myself and be in two spots at once, I can't.         
And I'm not willing to take the chance and risk missing any of the magic of your
day. 

So many dynamics happen simultaneously during the wedding day. 

- You and your partner will likely to be getting ready at the same time in
different spaces

- All your nearest and dearest are there, you want their love for your love
captured through the proceedings. Your love and their reactions are
happening at the same time 

- If you have many guests, capturing all of them will take time, this would take
from you focused time without the assist 

- When you have put so much energy, time, love, resource and creativity into
such a special day, lets make sure we are capturing your love from many
directions through the whole day

- Lastly having a second shooter will ensure photos are taken of the ceremony
and reception styling, undisturbed by guests

For these reasons and more, I always story-tell, support and capture weddings
with a photography wingman. 

SHOOTER
The perfect solution to cover multiple locations or big weddings.
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$850 

ENGAGEMENT SHOOT
Authentically capturing just the two of you / BEING YOURSELVES

How many professionally taken photos do you and your partner have, ones
that you really love and can fill your home with?

An engagement shoot is a chance for us to capture some really beautiful,
candid photos of you and your partner in a relaxed environment. Just the
two of you, being you.

Plus, if you're a little camera-shy, it's the perfect opportunity for you to
practice being comfortable in front of the camera, in the lead up to your
wedding day.

Either way, I promise that we'll have a lot of fun while we're at it.

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

+ 2 HOUR SHOOT
IN YOUR CHOSEN LOCATION

+ HIGH RESOLUTION PHOTOS
PRINT YOUR FAVOURITE MOMENTS FROM THE DAY

+ LOW RESOLUTION IMAGES
PERFECT FOR SHARING ON SOCIAL MEDIA

+ ONLINE SLIDE SHOW & GALLERY
SPREAD THE LOVE WITH FRIENDS AND FAMILY
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Handmade from the highest quality materials and fully customisable to your
liking, I'll craft your favourite photos into a fine art wedding album. We'll work
together to weave a story and create an album design that you're absolutely in
love with.

Simply select your must-have wedding images and I'll get the ball rolling. If you're
not sure where to start or simply can't decide, I'll be more than happy to help you
pull it altogether.

You'll get up to 3 revisions to note any changes you'd like with my design, and we
won't send it off to print until you're 100% happy with the layout. You'll be flicking
through this album for years down the track, reliving your special day all over
again, so let's make sure it's perfect!

ALBUMS 

10 x 10" Fine Art Album

A BEAUTIFULLY CUSTOMISED, HANDMADE WEDDING ALBUM

+ Choose between a linen, leather or photo cover 
+ Select the colour and embossing of your choice 
+ 30 spreads included
   + Additional spreads available at +$80 each 
   + Select a maximum of 45 spreads in total

$1,500

8 x 8" Mini Album

A SMALLER REPLICA OF YOUR ALBUM - THE PERFECT GIFT TO
THANK YOUR PARENTS

+ 30 spreads included
  + Additional spreads available at +$50 each 
  + Select a maximum of 45 spreads in total 
  + Spreads must match your full-sized album

$1,200
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FAQ

You bet I do! Who would pass up the opportunity to shoot a destination
wedding or elopement.

If you're thinking of taking your celebrations overseas, please get in touch so
we can chat about the finer details.

If you and your partner are thinking of skipping the fuss and running off to do a
private ceremony with just the two of you or a handful of your nearest and
dearest, I'd be absolutely honoured to document your intimate ceremony.

Get in touch if you'd like to learn more.

WHERE ARE YOU BASED?

I'm based on the beautiful Sunshine Coast, Australia, but I travel all over to
capture love.

DO YOU PHOTOGRAPH INTERNATIONALLY?

DO YOU DO SAME-SEX WEDDINGS?

Of course! LGBTQIA+, no matter how you identify and regardless of how you
define your relationship, I'd love to be a part of your wedding day. 

DO YOU PHOTOGRAPH ELOPEMENTS?

HOW MANY PHOTOS WILL I RECEIVE?

You'll receive over 350-750 photos, depending on how many hours we shoot
and how jam-packed your wedding day is!
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Firstly, I'll send you a handful of sneak peek shots within a couple of days
after your wedding. 4 to 6 weeks later, you'll receive a link to your online
gallery and slide show to watch and relive your wedding day. Around the
same time, you'll also receive a beautiful package in the mail with a USB,
prints and a little thank you from me.

This is your wedding and if you are uncomfortable with your photos being
shared on my social media platforms, I will respect that.

HOW WILL I RECEIVE MY PHOTOS?

HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE TO RECEIVE OUR PHOTOS?

It will take roughly 4 to 6 weeks to receive your final wedding photos. I put
a lot of love and care into perfecting each image, which is why it'll take me
a little bit more time to deliver your final images. If you'd like your photos
sooner, please ask me about the rush fee.

WE DON'T WANT OUR PHOTOS ON SOCIAL MEDIA

WHAT HAPPENS IF DISASTER STRIKES?

This has never happened and will NEVER happen. However, if it did, I have
contacts all over the world that will be able to step in. These are other
talented photographers who will take good care of you.
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DO YOU HAVE A PAYMENT PLAN?

Yes, we can organise to split your payments into four installments. Just
let me know if this would suit you.

Life is complicated and the unexpected is to be expected. The deposit
is non-refundable as this helps to protect my business due to turning
away all other bookings for your wedding date. I hope you understand
that deposit is insurance for my business to stay afloat in the event of a
cancellation.

CAN I PRINT MY PHOTOS?

Of course, I'd love for you to print your favourite photos! You can easily
order photos prints through your online gallery.

WHAT IF I HAVE TO CANCEL OR MOVE MY BOOKING?

DO YOU HAVE ANY VENDORS YOU RECOMMEND?

Yes, from years of experience in the wedding industry I have come to
work with some of the top wedding vendors. I have listed some of the
stand out vendors on my website.

If you would like a specific recommendation, just reach out and I'm
sure I will have some suggestions I can send you.
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HOW TO BOOK

Cheers to your love, the adventure begins

There is zero obligation to book during our catch-up,
so no pressure whatsoever. I want you to feel 100%
comfortable and confident in your booking once we've
hashed out all the details. If you're in, I'm in!

Let's organise a catch up

Send me an email and we will organise a catch-up. 
We can do this in person or over videochat. During our
catch up you can ask as many questions as you'd like
and get a feel for what it'll be like working together. 
A bit like a blind date, think of this as your chance to
suss me out.

Your happiness is my happiness

Please note that I do book out pretty far in advance, 
so it's best to get in touch with me sooner rather than
later, to avoid any disappointment.

HERE'S Lock MeHow YOU CAN
IN YOUR Wedding DayFor

Ready to make this official? Woohoo!
Please email me at admin@sajemedia.com.au with your chosen package. A

$1000 deposit invoice will then be issued to secure your wedding date. Once
that's locked and loaded, I'll send you a questionnaire to organise our next steps.

BOOK IN TODAY!Let's Get the Party Started  /  

WANT TO CHAT FURTHER?

First of all, thank you!
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Testimonials I've received from other couples

LOVE NOTES & KIND WORDS

We were both very happy with how relaxed Sarah made us feel…this was especially important for us.

“I WOULDN'T HAVE TRUSTED ANYONE ELSE WITH PHOTOGRAPING OUR LOVE”
SaJe's has a gifted ability to create an atmosphere that puts even the most camera shy at ease. She makes
you feel truly comfortable and confident. We are beyond happy with the magic she created. 

- Jarryd & Casey

“FROM THE MOMENT WE MET SARAH WE WERE BLOWN AWAY WITH HOW
PROFESSIONAL YET FRIENDLY AND DOWN TO EARTH SHE WAS”

- Mish & Tim

“OMG- SARAH IS SO TALENTED!!! THANK YOU FOR LOVING, SUPPORTING AND
CAPTURING OUR LOVE!!"
She captured us perfectly. And we completely forgot she was even there. That is so special, I don't think we
could have felt that wrapped up in this moment celebrating our love without Sarah specifically being the
photographer. I can't quite believe how real and rich these pictures are. What a gift she has given us. Wow!!

- Tony & Yvette
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Your  JOURNEY'S just starting
Ready to discover the magic that awaits?

GET IN TOUCH  / admin@sajemedia.com.au STAY IN THE LOOP / SOCIAL: @saje.media

SAJE MEDIA 


